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Abstract. Virtual Screening (VS) methods can considerably aid clinical research, predicting
how ligands interact with drug targets. We present a novel VS methodology that uses implicit
solvation models to scan the whole protein surface in order to find new hotspots depending on
each ligand, and avoiding bias present in many current VS methods, since they assume same
binding site for different ligands. Furthermore, our methodology is completely designed from
scratch on last generation massively parallel GPU hardware, running up to 64 times faster than
in a desktop computer and allowing fast processing of large ligand databases over the whole
protein surface.

1 Introduction
Current Virtual Screening (VS) methods such as docking fail to make good toxicity
and activity predictions since they do not take into account the effect of the solvent,
and because they take the assumption that the binding site derived from the crystal
structure will be the same for different ligands, while it has been shown that this supposition is wrong [1]. We present a new VS methodology that avoids the previous
assumption screening the whole protein surface and which incorporates an implicit
solvation model, to provide new and useful information about targets and thus improving key toxicity and activity predictions. Furthermore, our methodology is completely designed for GPUs [8], allowing fast processing of large ligand and protein
databases.

2 Methodology
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Fig. 1. Pseudoce for the difrent stages involved in BINDSURF

We used the version 4.0 of the CUDA programming model [9] in our parallel
implementation with a NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU. Rigid protein-ligand docking
simulations were performed over the whole protein surface, divided into spheres of
fixed volume, centered around the alpha carbons of each residue. The scoring
function (see Eq. 1) uses highly GPU optimized non-bonded interaction kernels [5],
implemented previously in the program BINDSURF [10], for the description of the
electrostatic, Van der Waals and hydrogen bond interactions between the ligand and
the protein. Solvent contribution is calculated using an implicit salvation model,
which calculates solvent accessible surface area (SASA) [3], employing a highly
optimized GPU kernel [2]. A Monte Carlo algorithm [6] optimized for GPU is used to
minimize the total energy of the system, as depicted in Figure 1. In the final output we
find for each ligand detailed information about the protein spots where the strongest
interactions are found for the different ligand conformations. This information can be
parsed to PyMOL (www.pymol.org) to obtain a graphical depiction of the results.
These results can be later used in a more detailed VS methodology, such as Molecular
Dynamics, to screen only the ligands with the highest estimated affinities in the
hotspots found by our methodology.

3. Results
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Table 1. Detailed information for the individual terms of the scoring function for each atom
obtained for the top pose in antithrombin-TMI docking [7]. Columns denote atom number of
the ligand, electrostatic interactions term, Van der Waals interaction term, SASA value, salvation term and hydrogen bond term. Final row shows total summation taking into account all
ligand atoms.

We initially performed redocking simulations for different PDB structures (such as
2BSM, 1QCF) and checked that in most of the tested cases our implementation finds
efficiently the crystallographic binding mode with a RMSD value less than two Angstroms. In cases with proteins whose binding site depends on the ligand our method
also works efficiently, such as for crystal structures 2BXG and 2BXD, in good
agreement with previous results obtained by other authors [4]. We could also reproduce docking results obtained previously by other docking methodologies [7], for
more detailed information see Table 1.

4. CONCLUSION
We have developed an efficient methodology based on BINDSURF that uses an implicit solvation model for the determination on GPUs of protein binding sites depending on the ligand. It can be used for fast pre-screening of a large ligand database, and
its results can guide posterior detailed application of other VS methods. Its application
can help to improve drug discovery, design, repurposing and therefore help considerably in clinical research.
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